Rbc Canadian Open Trusts Project X In The Bag

Shafts by True Temper were played by both the RBC Canadian Open Champion on the PGA TOUR and the Utah Championship winner on the WEB.COM TOUR this past weekend.

During the final round, the 31-year-old RBC Canadian Open winner birdied five of his first six holes and carded three more birdies on the final three holes with Project X in his irons to claim his second PGA TOUR career victory.

On the Web.com Tour, the Utah Championship winner trusted his short game to Dynamic Gold to walk away with his first win.

What's in the Bag:
- Rbc Canadian Open Winner’s Bag: Project X 7.0 Shafts (3-9; Pw, Sw) Dynamic Gold S400 (Lw)
- True Temper Was The #1 Iron Shaft Manufacturer At The Rbc Canadian Open With 101 Sets In Play
- The Project X Hzrdus Shaft Was The #1 Wood Shaft Model At The Rbc Canadian Open With 45 In Play
- Utah Championship Winner’s Bag: Dynamic Gold S400 (5-9, Pw, Aw, Sw, Lw)
- True Temper Was The #1 Iron Shaft Manufacturer At The Utah Championship With 107 Sets In Play
- The Project X HZRDUS Shaft Was #1 Wood Shaft Model At The Utah Championship; 59 In Play

About Dynamic Gold Shafts:
The Number One selling shaft in golf, Dynamic Gold shafts are preferred by skilled players seeking a low, penetrating ball flight.

About Project X Shafts:
Project X shafts deliver penetrating trajectory and ball flight and strike the perfect balance of unrivaled distance, stability and control for golf’s most serious players.

Find more information about Dynamic Gold at www.truetemper.com and follow “TrueTemperGolf” on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. For more information about Project X shafts, visit pxshaft.com and find us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.